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AssesInent of the Law School Progr~In: Part I
Schools, a professor at the University of
'Texas Law School', and was formerly
Last semester it became apparent
the Consultant on Legal Education to
that a new grading policy had been
the American Bar Association. While
established at the law school. The reacserving in the latter capacity, Professor
tion of the majority of UB students was
Ruud participated in ·the ABA's inspecone of unhappiness, although many
tion of University of Baltimore Law
recognized that grade averages at UB
School ' that eventually led to our
ran higher than at ' most" oth~r law
provisional
accreditation .
The
schools. One line of criticism argued • following article is comprised of excerthat simply lowering the grades did
pts from an interview with Professor
'nothing but hurt graduating students
Ruud, taken is his Washington office.
and that the best way to correct any
Forum: Professor Ruud , what do you
deficiencies in the law school program
think are the most important profeswas through a general tightening of that
sional qualities that a ,law student
program, including the performance of
should derive from his contacts with his
the faculty.
law faculty , especially in the
To examine this issue , a three-part
classroom?
series will be presented. Part one js an
Professor Ruud: " While the law
effort to get the opinion of an
. professor , feHow law students, the law
acknowledged expert on law schools as
librarian , and the library staff all play
,to certain aspects of a law faculty,
important roles in the education of the
Millard Ruud is the Executive Director
law student, the most impor,tant ·ro le is
of the American Association of Law
that of the professor. He should
Jim Hopewell

stimulate his students to almost a compulsion for excell«nce, not just to get by
I or to do the ve·ry best possi ble under the
circumstances,
"One of the greatest classroom
teachers I know , Charles J. Meyers of
Stanford a nd President-elect of this
Association (AALS), once told me that
the most important thing that he taught
was something that was unspoken , the
importance of being fully prep a red for
the task at hand . He taught that by
example. He still spends four to five
hours preparing before he goes into the
classroom to teach the course of which
he is an author. The students ' see that
and that he sees it is important to
proceed in that way, even with many
other demands on his time,
"Law professors should teach the importance of craftsmanship. I once read
stories in three different student
ne wspapers about the resigna tion of the
editor-in-chief of the ' law review at, I

Deeper Into The Mire: Revisited
by Michael B. Hare
I n December of this past year, the
Supreme Court of The United States
agreed to review a decision of the
Georgia Supreme Court which upheld a
state-wide ban on the showing of the
film "Carnal Knowledge " on the
ground that it was obscene . Thus, less
than seven months after its attempt to
establish "concrete guidt.:lines" for , and
give impetus to, states wanting to ban
obscene books, movies, and magazines,
the Supreme Court is forced once again
to review these "concrete guidelines,"
This is contrary to one of the intentions
of the court in the Miller case; that is,
to extract itself from a case by case
ruling on what is and what is not pornographic and/or obscene.
The case for review originated when
a threater owner in AlbaRY, Georgia
was arrested for showing the picture
"Carnal Knowledge", a picture whose
dominent theme is the contrasting sex
lives and marriages of two friends as
they progress from college years to
middle age. The movie received wide
distribution and won acclaim by many
critics as one of 1972 's ten best films.
Another goal of the Supreme Court's
new guidelines was to distinguish har.d
core pornography from materials
protected by the first amendment. The
holding in the Miller case was that
material could be banned as pornographic if it was "patently offensive,"
appealed to the "prurient interest," and
lacked serious literary , artistic,
political , or scientific value. Most importantly, the Supreme Curt held that a
judge or jury could apply the ~tandards
of their own community in making such
determinations rather than use some
sort of national standard. Chief Justice
Burger stated that is is "neither
realistic nor constitutionally sound to

read the First Amend me nt as requi ring
that the people of M aine or Mississippi
ac cept publi c depiction of conduct
found tolerable in Las Vegas or New
York," In reaching 'its opinion , the'
Georgia Supreme Court apparently
used the standa rds it felt existed in
Albany, Georgia in reliance upon the
guidelines set forth in the Miller
decision, and herein lies a problem for
the Burger Cou'rt with respect to these
new guidelines.
If the Chief Justice tries to uphold
the Georgia Court decision he risks
losing the 5 -4 majority w.hich supported
tlfe decision in the Miller case for it is
doubtful whether all five majority
justices would concur that the movie
"Carna I Knowledge" is. indeed "hardcore" pronography, To reverse the
Georgia Supreme Court's. decision it
will necessitate some clarification of
terms (to what does "community standard" refer, etc.). Thus the Supreme
Court would be back in the business of
doing what it hoped it would not have
to do; tha t is, give a case by case explan ati on of its standards and pe rhaps
ultimately becoming the final arbitator
of what is and what is not pornography
- something none of the court members
appuently wish to have ha ppen
because of repeated expressions to the
effect that far too much time. and effort
has already been spent on an issue of
such questionable importance.
It does not take much imagination to
foresee the Pandora's Box which awaits
the outcome of the next Supreme Court
decision an this subject. The "comm unity standards" test is so ambiguous as
to be wholely unworkable as it presently exists. The Georgia case presents a
situation in which a theater owner was
arrested for not being able to judge the

standards which members of his community would apply to a film which has
been, a nd was being, shown all across
the nation, Short of having some sort of
prophetic insight into the minds of
fellow community dwellers, the burde n
placed upon the theater owne r would
seem to be so great as to deny due
process of law with respect to notice of
an offense before arrest.
Another interesting aspect of this
case and one which presents an interesting irony is that presented by the
banning of the film in Georgia because
of community standards in Albany,
Georgia.When we speak of a community standard, we must have some conception of just how big ihat community
is, Are not the people of Atlanta,
Georgia entitled to view "Carna I
Knowledge if their community standards differ from those of the people of
Albany, Georgia . If not, then Justice
Burger's observation that the people of
Maine and Mississippi should not have
(Continued on page 11)

think it was the University of North
Carolina, because he found the 'ni ttygritty' of being certain the foot notes
were correct, the writing and the
correct ness of the citations didn't fit his
lifestyle, And I was discussing this with
a very able New York City lawye r and
· he made the comment that he couldn't
think of a truly great lawyer, in the
finest sense of that term , that wasn't
compulsive about that aspect of
lawyering; what you might call the
craftsmanship of lawyering.
"While that quality didn 't make him
a good lawyer, it was part of the equipment that went. wi th being a good
lawyer, part of a habit of ex tr eme care.
And that is part of what we should impress on our students. This is the beginning of the list of the kinds of contri. butions that \¥e should make to our
st udents.
"The working ove r that the professor
gave the student in " Paper C hase" was
done for the purpose of developing the
'student's skill at careful objective
a nalysis, the student'S commitment to
excellence, and the cautiousness of not
leap ing to conclusions without supporting data."
Forum: Can you describe what you
would consider to be an ideal
classroom session, taking into account
teacher and student preparation and
performance, time utilization , teaching
techniques, etc?
Professor Ruud: "There is no single
ideal. Today we are providing a wide
variety of educationa I experiences and
that's good. The Socratic method is not
a unitary thing and is not the same in
the ha nds of all teachers.
"Considering this , th e answer to your
questions depends on the standard of
the class being taught. Teaching a class
of first year st ude nt s wo uld be different
than a seminar with third year students
because the educational objective
should be different.
"The class.of first year students is
learning the process of case a nalysis,
learning how to deal with appe ll ate
opinions, analysis of fact situations , etc.
The content is primarily questions on
the part of the teacher to develop the
student's skills.
"With respect to the semi nar of third
year students, the teacher may talk
more , with less analysis of a particular
case and more, with less analysis of a
particular case and more the using of
two or three cases to try to solve a
problem , The nature of the problem itself might change, for example, from
the resolution of a specific dispute in a
specific fact situation to the impact of a
modification of a rule that relates to
that fact situation. This would be something at a different level and involve
more policy analysis."
Forum: How a ppropriate do you find
the use of strictly a lecture method,
even in a class of first year students?
Professor Ruud: "The historic
response on the part of legal educators
(Continued on page 11)
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Logos and the Environmentalists
by Donald Lorelli
In 1961, there were only 110
reported cases of malaria in
Ceylon, and for the first time in
recent history, there were no
malaria deaths. Not any. In
1968, there were two and onehalf million cases of malaria in
Ceylon and more than 10,000
deaths from malaria. Why? It
was because Cey lon followed
the advice of American environmentalists and stopped DDT
spraying programs. In the Third
World, where DDT killed the
killers of humanity, DDT was a
gift of life. Luckily, there was
one company left in America to
export DDT. Now again, the
malaria problem has been practically eliminated .
We ou rse 'l ves ha ve not
escaped the hazards of the ban.
Nearly 700,000 acres of forest
' Iand have been destroyed by the
tussock moth in Washing'ton ,
Oregon and northern Idaho. A
similar fate awaits southt;rn
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico and Californi'a this summer. Surely it would make sense
for the E.P.A. to allow selective
use of the chern ica I to protect
our forests.
Too often we accept faulty
research, innuendos and implications by environmentalists as
truths. Remember the me~cury
poison scare? Stepped-up industrial activity was blamed for
the high levels of mercury in
fish tissue . But later, fish caught
in lakes nowhere near factories

or tributarys that might contrirevealed that scien.tists had disbute mercury were found to covered "high levels of merhave similar levels. Then the
cury" in the remains of fish that
N.Y .S. Environm.ental Conserlived 2,000 year~ ago! Can we
vation Commis's ioner examined
blame this on American infish caught prior to 1930 which
dustry as weI\? Studies now
were preserved as trophies and
reveal that less than I % of the
these fish were revealed to have
100 million tons of IT\ercury
mercury levels just as high. To
now present in the oceans is the
top this off, at a meeting of the. result of all human activity
American Association for t\le . since the, begining of time'. The
Advancement of Science it was
ecology myths continue . .

The phosphate scare? To
begin with, phosphates used in,
detergents are not pollutants
but are fertrlizers. Most scientists now agree that the elimination of phosphates in detergents
will have a minimal effect on
the eutrophication of our lakes
.and streaj1ls. Over 70% of the
phosphates that enter our
waters come from such sources
as rain, vegetation, falling

leaves, livestock manure and
agricultural fertilizers.
Remember how often the
amateur ecologists tell us Lake '
Erie is "dead"? Someone forgot
to tell the fish. The Lake Erie
catch w~s 50 million Ibs. in
1878 and 59 million Ibs. in
1969 .
Or the colored tissue warnings? Studies reported by both
(Continued on page 8)
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New York Law Dean' Joins Faculty
Gloria Sodaro
Recommendations made by
the Facu-Ity Committee . on
\Hiring and Tenure, chaired by
Professor Herbert Bernhardt ,
have been formally accepted by
Dean Joseph Curtis . The Law
School has officially appoi,nted
four new members to its staff,
including a Law Placement
Director.
Dr. Walter Rafalko:, a member of the Missouri and Pennsylvania Bars; will ' join ?ur
faculty after having served : as
Dean of the NeV' York School
and
Associate
Dean
of
Duquesne University School of
Law. His degrees include an
LL.B . from Boston University
Law School and two LL.M's
from Georgetown Law School
and New York University Law
School, where he is now a
cancticiate for ~ J.S.D.

sity of Baltimore Law graduate
Rem~dies in conjunction with
and once Executive Editor of
briefly attended ' John co-authors Yannacone and
0!I, Law Review, will also join
Marshall University School of Cohen (Lawyer Co-Operative
Law . Widely published, he has Publishing Co., 1972), complete
the faculty upo~ completion of
written many law review ar- with 1973 supplements. He has _ hiS LL.M. degree from the
ticles ranging from admini.
U·
.
written several law review ar- George Wash'Ington
nlVerSIty
strative and curriculum ooliciG<
tic\es on related environmental Law Center.
of law schools to crimihal and
topics (see 49 Denver L.G. I
The Assistant Executive
constitutional law and conflict
(1972) and 16 Rocky Mountain Director of. the Maryland Bar
of laws. In addition to many adMineral Law Institute 59 Association, William I. Weston,
ministrative positions, Dr.
(1971» as well as two articles Esq., will become our liaison
,Rafalko' has taught in both unconcerning social rcr.form and between the law school cocoon
dergraduate colleges and. law
abortion (see Yale Review of and the job-hunting jungle .
schools and is both a highly
Law and Social Reform , Vol. I, Weston became a member of
qualifi~d- and well respected atNo.4, !? 55 (1972) and Rocky , the Maryland Bar after
torney.
Mountain Medical Journal, Vol. 'graduating from Loyola College
68, No. '2 , p. 40 (1971». He in 1968 and Maryland Law
Stephen A. Davison, Esq., a
recently served as a represen- School in 1971. He is parmember of the Colorado Bar
tative on the Pentagon City ticularly suited for his new
(1971), acquired a B.S. in ElecMatter Plan Guidance Commit- position with the University of
trical Engineedng from Corne ll
tee and on the Clean Water Ac - -Baltimore as he is in constant
before ente-ring YaJe Law
tion Project in Washington, contact with most loc al attorSchool in 1968 . A National
D.C. While in the Navy during neys in his capacities as
Moot Court Semi-finalist,
the last two years he coor- Executive Director of Lawyer
Davison is equally talented as
dinated several anti-pollution Referral Service and Public
an . author. , He
recently
Relations Director for the
published a two-volume . work . programs.
_Philip C;. Lambert, a Univer- Maryland Bar Association.
on Environmental I Rights and

ije also,

BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
.
Washington D.C.'s Oldest & Most Experienceti Bar Review School
Over 21,000 Nacrelli Students.Are Members Of The Bar
LONG COURSE Starts March 7-April 27, 1974 in preperation for
District of Columbia. Maryland. Virginiah Pennsylvania. Multistate
Day Course - Thursday and Friday, 1 :30' p.m. - 3:30 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to noon
Evening Course - Thursday and Friday, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to noon
Tphe mUlltis~ateBapart of ~he ~ourse .ends M.arch 29. The remainder of the course covering all the genera"law subjects given in the District, Maryland, Virginia and
ennsy vanta r examinations Will continue until April 27. All lectures are live.
*Studilnts may alter~ate .~y and evening sessions. Long Course students will continue in the summer program. All of the Long Course subjects will be reviewed again in
the summer courses, including also the local laws of the District, Maryland and Virginia and five multiple choice tests.
"Students enrolled in the Long Course may attend any and all of the lectures offered throughout the summer program at no additional cost. The fee for the Long
~urse, including the summer course, is $220,plus a refundable deposit of $5.00 on cli;lssroom question books. A deposit of $125 enables the student to receive' the law
summaries in advance. The fee SOLEL Y for the multistate part of the course is $125.00, including law summaries.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURSES
STANDARD DAY AND EVENING COURSES -JUNE 11 - JULY 25,1974
Day Course - Monday through Friday from 1 :30 pm to 3:30 pm
Evening Course - Monday through Friday from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
INTENSIVE THREE-WEEK COURSES - JUNE 11 - JULY 2; and JULY 2..2S, 1974
Monday through Friday from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm and 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
ELEVEN-OAY COURSE - JULY 11 - JULY 25, 1974; Mon. through Fri.; ,three ....Ions
dally.
- _.The FEE for any of the courses I. $220, plus $5 refundable depoolt. Students may alternate day

and evanlng sesslonl.

,
MARYLAND COURSES
..
STANDARD DAY COU~SE from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm .tarts June 17 and ends July 25; the
EVENING COURSE, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm .tarts June 11 and ends July 19.
Clas.es are held Mon. through Fri. Starting July 15 through July 19, MarYland clas ...
will also be held from 8:30 pm to 10:15, pm.
INTENSIVE THREE·WEEK . COURSE .tarts July 2 and ends July 25. Clas.. s are held dally
1 :30 pm, 6: 30 pm, and· 8:30 pm,aslndlcated above.
'
. The FEE for any of the cou .... I. $220, Plu. a refundable $5 deposit. Students may alternate
day and evening ....Ion..
.
•
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL '
1334 ''Q'' STREET, N.W.
T.lephone: (202) 347-7574
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

VIRGINIA COURSES
STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm .tart. June 17 and ends July 25; the
. EVENING COURSE, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts June 11 and ends July 19.
Classes are held Monday throllgh Friday. Starting June 24 through July 12, Virginia
classes will al.o be held 8:30pm to 10:15 pm.
INTENSIVE COURSES -JUNE 11 -JULY 1-2; and JUNE 24 -'-JULY 22,1974
Classes are held Monday through Friday from 1 :30 pm, 6:30 pm and 8:30 pm, as
Indicated above.
The FEE for any of the cour..s Is $220, plus $5 refundable deposit. Students may alternate daY
and evening oesslon •.
PENNSYLVANIA COURSES
STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1 :30 pm to 3:30 pm starts June 26 and end. July 25; the
E,VENING COURSE, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm start. June 11 and ends JulY 10.
ELEVEN-OAY COURSE - JULY 11 - July 2S. Monday throlllh ,Friday, twice dally.
The FEE for any of the cours,,? Is $150.00, plus a refundable ,5 depo.lt.
MULTISTATE COURSES
DAY COURSE - J,u ne 28 - ~ulY 25 from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm. EVENING COURSE from
6:30 pm to 8:30 pm June 11 - July 8. Monday through Fr;day.
ELEVEN-OAY COURSE - July 11 -July 2S. Twice dailY.
The FEE for any of tl}e course. Is $125, Plus $5 refundable depo.lt. Additional .ubject.
prorated.

The E~panding Role of the
Lawyer In International Practice
By Richard A. Zeif
and Stuart S. Malawer
R. Zeif is ' a partner in the New York
City law firm of Nierenberg , Zeif & .
. Weinstein and is actively engaged in an
international law practice. He is a
member of the Bar of New York.

S. Malawer is a faculty memher of the
Law School, a memher oJ the Bars of
New York and Washington, D.C. ,
teaches international law and international husiness at hoth the Law
School and at the Johns Hopkins
University.
Copyrighted by Richard Z. Zeif &
. Stuart S. Malawer 1974 Our rapIdly changing world requires
a searching examination of the
traditional role of lawyers in international law and business transactions.
Since the conclusion of World War Two
we have witnessed an ever growing
technological change, which has been
intertwined and influenced by equally
rapid changes in social · and political
balances throughout the world. With
these new conditions, the world is faced
with different and perplexing problems,
by no means limited to the energy
crisis, popUlation explosion and an
ever-growing list of dwi·ndling food supplies and natural resources. This rapid
change in international commerce and
relationships has affected the
traditional practice of law both in the
United States and elsewhere in the
world. These changes, as in similar
periods in the past, stimulated new
legal trends, attitudes and patterns of
r~lationships on a world-wide basis.
Mark S. Massel , "The Lawyer's Role in
International Trade," in, Shaw and
Craw~ord, Legal Prol>ll'ms in Intl'r:;,\'.-I<)nal Trade lind In "I'stml'nt 5
(1962), stated as follows :
These changes will probably
stimulate 'new legal trends which are
comparable in evolutionary scope to
the development of the common law
a nd the law merchant, to the
nineteenth century innovations of independent commissions and antitrust,
and to the New Deal pressures for
more incisive government activities.
Each of these periods offered attractive int eresting op portunities for the
young, or im aginat ive lawyer to parti c ip ate in the process of legal
• development.
Lawyer's Oveniew
The expans ion of world business
trade a nd comm erce, coupled with the
traditional role of a'n American lawyer,
has given our profcssion a unique opportunity to participate as an activist in
world problem solving. By tradition
and practice, the role of the American
lawyer has been different from that of
his foreign cou;:terpart. The scope of
his services is virtually limitless to his
own c lient.
American lawyers are used to grappling with problem-solving on a multijurisdictiona I leve I. We encounter da i Iy
conflicts and situations in which we
must call to play and apply our
knowledge of local, city, state and
federal law. Quite often it is not only
our own municipality or state which is
involved, but we are constantly faced
with a multiplicity of laws from other
areas and jurisdictions. It is but a small
jump into international practice. "Except for language , the projection of the
multi-state U.S. practitioner into the
multi-national area is a natural step in
a flexible and expanding con.:eption of
professional service." "World Business
and the Lawyer," de Vries, 6 Columhia
Journal of World BusineH 91 (1971).
Merillat states the following in Legal
Advisers and International Organizations 3 (1966):

l'i/egutialing by Needs
The activist internationa I lawyer
must not only understand and participate with his client in examining the
busin_ess problems. He must also, as
stated by Mr. Massel,
". work on the legal problems with
the foreign lawyer. This cooperation
takes on an attribute which differs
from domestic practice. He must
translate for the foreign lawyer the
range of business problems affecting
the American enterprise. He must
help the foreign lawyer to understand
our own basi ness concepts and the
pertinent part of our own law". (p.7).

Americans are more likely than
lawyers of other common law countries to think that legal advisers
(whether in private business or
public affairs, and whether in a
national ministry or an international
organization) should insist on being
full participants in the matters on
which they are expected to advise.
Ideally, they should work side by side
with the others who are shaping
policy decisions, not as judges to give
a separate " legal" opinion when the
decision has been taken or simply
technicians to help put into legal
form a decision on which they have
not earlier been consulted. Those
coming from the English and Continental tradition are perhaps more
inclined to stress that the lawyer advises when consulted (a Ithough
feeling an obligation also to draw attention to problems of which they
have become aware that have not yet
been given policy consideration), and
that his professional independence
must be stressed, 'whether or not his
. advice is acceptable in policy terms.
This has been stated differently as
.
follows :
I n the U.S, business world of today ,
the relationship between the business
and lega l community is a close one.
Increasingly, the lawyer, along with
the e ngineer and the accountant, has
become an essential component of
the management team. deVries, Id.
These facts of American legal life
have not been lost on foreign lawyers.
There is increased contact and exposure to American l awye r~ participating in international transacti ons.
Foreign attorneys have gained much
kn ow ledge a nd experience through
their represent a tion of American
business interests in their own countri es. All of this resulted in a reexamination of tradition a l roles by a ll
parties and has given the lawyer in a ll
parts of the world , a unique overview of
transactions and rel ationships on an international basis.
With this p artic ular ove rview , the
American lawyer a nd the ' foreign
lawyer have not only que's tioned their
traditional patterns but are slowJy
changing by assuming a more activist
role . This has resulted in more frequent
and satisfying contacts among the
world-wide professsion . International,
nati onal and local bar associations,
such as the I nterna tiona I Bar Association , the American Bar Association
and the Bar Association of the City of
New York , have undertaken searching '
examinations of the many problems encounte'red in international transactions
seeking cooperative effort and solutions.
to joint problems. Publications of these
associations, such as the International
Lawyer . (American Bar Association)
and the International Busin ess Lawyer
(I nterna tiona I Bar Association)' provide
a medium of communications for
lawyers throughout the world.

To adequately represent his client in
international transactions, the international business lawyer must clearly
recogni'ze the needs of a II pa rties. This
Vital fact was recognized by Warren, et.
aI., "Role of the Lawyer in International Business Transactions," 58
N. YS. B.A.i. (8) (1972) in discussing
negotiations between private companies a nd foreign governments. As
stated there,
This clearly raises tbe fundamental
questi on of the relati onship of a
private company with a foreign
government. It is obvious that when
sitting around the negotiating table ,
the two parties are not trying to
achieve similar objectives and are
not sensitive to the like set of values
or following the same rules of the
game. While the businessman's chief
aim is to set up a transaction which
- will be profitable on a short or long
term basis, the government official is
solely interested in politica I objectives tha t genera lIy take the form of
global economic aims . As a simple
example, the setting up of an industrial venture would interest
businessmen only if the investment is
economically sound in terms of rate
of return. The government offic ia l
. will view the same project in terms of
the number of jobs created, industrialization of a p'a rticular territory,
creation of a new industry or effect
on the balance of payments. His interest in the profitability of the
operation will only be incidenta l. (p .
183).
By understanding a nd apprecia ting
the varIOus needs of the parties
neg otiat ing in an international transaction , the competent international
lawye r ca nn ot on ly complete the .
negotiation successfully for his own
client, but he can, by recognizing the
ne eds of the other party, satisfy them so
as to lay the ground work for a long and
fruitful relationship .
Lawyers Wurking Tugether
Taking advantage of the va riety_ of
contacts available betw ee n lawyers on
an international basis, the international
attorney can make real and substantial
contributi ons to solvi ng pressing world
problems, and can as well through "his
business role" with his clients, be of additional service to them .
Many companies are experiencing a
severe shortage of raw materials. In the
United States, we constantly read about
shortages of cotton, various machine
parts, as we ll as petro-chemical
products of almost every nature. If no
answers a re found , or if 110 additiona I
supplies can be developed or obtained,
we must out of necessity scale down and
cut back. The energy crisis has certainly upset traditiona I production as
well as, areas and line s of product
distribution. By careful analysis of
com pa n ies , ra w rna teria I needs,
production methods and procedures, as
well as distribution areas, we could, in
conjunction with other lawyers in other
parts of the world, bring to bear out
unique overview to solve some of these
problems. This exchange of information
and/or arranging for clients' needs,
could result in substantial benefits to
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them, as well as to the lawyer.
Every day we hear about paper shortages, shortages in cement, and steel.
There is an ever-growing gap between
the have and have-not countries. This
gap is aggravated by the very legitimate
desires of those developing countries
who have natural resources, not to l1e
exploited in a colonial manner. The
developed countries have a huge need
for raw materials and natural resources. As the popUlation explosion continues , this problem becomes greater
and greater. We can no longer look to
the former colonial countries, the
devel oping countries, to supply our
ever increasing appetite. There must be
a more reasonable and rational exchange -of goods and services. The interna tiona I lawye r with his overview
and his frequent contaot in various
parts of the world can make a real contribution in bringing this about.
By his representation of a client who
has the industri a l know-how and capability, he could through his foreign counterp art, begin on a people-to-people
basis, to encou rage the development of
a like or similar industry in the
developing country. The advantages of
mutua lIy satisfying the needs of all p~ r
ties are rathe'r obvious. A developed
country lik e the United States has its
traditional ma rket a nd its everconsuming public. Recognizi'1g .the
disparity a nd differences in lab or cost
and labor market , developed industries
often look for other sources of labor
and raw materials in different parts of
the world. This development must be
more of an even-handed and reasonable
nature. They must put in , but they can
no longer totally take out. Many of the
developed countries have sophisticated
a nd knowledgeable programs with
respect to attracting and developing industry and direct investment in their
own country. Quite often this is done as
a joint venture with loca l capital
together with government. W. Friedmann and J. Beguin, Joint International Business Ventures in
Del'l'iopinR
Countrin
(1971).
Sometimes it can be a government
program with foreign capital. C. Shaw,
ed., LeRlIl Prohlems in International
Trade and In .'eslmenl (1962). It can be
a combination of all three , as well as
addi ng the element of World Bank
financing. There are many combinations which can be exp lored.
American business firms, now recognizing the attractiveness of foreign
production facilities , have ente red into
arrangements whe reby th ey wou ld
procure machinery , advise and set up
the plant , and ot herwise put the foreig n
devel oping country and its fledgling industry int o business without an eG uity
interest. The Americ a n businessmen
re ly upon loca l labor, raw materials
and, in part, the local market. The attractiveness to the American firm is
that they agree in advance to purchase
a substantial portion of the outp ut.
American direct investment is often
considered the key for local or regional
devel opment plans , as in I reland , and
other areas thr oughout the world .
These a re just some of the examples
of coopera ti ve effor ts which can be
designed , suggested , stimulated and, in deed , brought to reality by active
lawyers working in cooperation
throughout the world.
In considering any participatory
program such as any of the above, the
American lawyer must take into consideration the following elements:
I . Genera I types of domestic
(U.S.) legislation affecting foreign
operations, such as tariffs, customs,
exchange controls, direct investment
regulations, and host state regulation
of foreig n direct investment and
general exceptiops as to sensitive industries because of national security
considera tions.
(Continued on page 10)
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One Step Forward ... please
The law school administration and faculty
have heeded the pleas of the students and
have approved a system of exam scheduling
'which is completely new to the law school
and exactly what so many disheartened
students clammored for after last semester's
fiasco.
The choice now is ours. It is up to each
one of us to determine if a system of this
nature will succeed or fail, will become a
constructive addition to University policy or
just another forgotten attempt at giving the '
student the responsibility he or she should be
prepared to accept upon en trance to a law
school.
Prior to last semester's exam period, and
after the ordeal was over, so many students
complained that _their exam schedule was
completely unreasonable and indicated that
something had to be done.
Well, something has been done , and the
Forum welcomes this policy change, As was
pointed out in December's editorial ,
"December Frenzy," the views of many were

that administrators, by scheduling exams as
they did (one on top of the other)
"contributed to the sea of madness." In that
same editorial was a suggestion to the Deans
that they get student input on scheduling.
The Deans not oilly accepted the request
for student participation in scheduling but
have gone beyond that and have responded to
student requests with a sound and workable
program based entirely on the individual's
choice,
There was some concern by members of
the faculty as to the practicality of such a
program. But, as indicated by the
administration's proprosal and the faculty's
approval, most are in favor of giving it a
chance. The success now is up to us - if we
can approach this responsibly , realize, the
need to space exams, and plan our schedules
in a serious -manner, then complaints about
exam schedules will cease (along with crazed
examinees), and this pilot program will
become policy.
'
If students can show that this type of

program is feasible, there's no telling what
will follow. (Remember, at one time, we all
lined up on the steps of Langsdale in order to
register, now we do it by mail.)
.
I might mention in passing that there has
been some talk about exam questions
becoming public information. There are both
ethical reasons and practical reasons to deter
this from happening '(depending on the
student's modus operandi).
It is my belief that any deviation from the
Honor Code wQuld be totally out of place
under the proposed program. Cheating has no
place in any institution of higher leaming, let
alone a school of law. Enough said ..... .
T1tis is really a fantastic opportunity, for
both the students and the law school. Because
the administration has been so cooperative in
meeting the needs of the students, we as
students will benefit individually and as a
group.
I'm not one for old sayings, but allow me
this one .... "OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT
ONCE."

In ·Defense of Environmentalists
by Jennifer Bodine

The United States is presently struggling to
survive the energy crisis, All indications show
things are going to get much worse before
they get any better. While we- scratch along ,
vested interests have found it necessary to
allocate blame for the present state of affairs.
Gulf Oil Corporation has now placed the fault
with the environmentalists,
I only wish the environment interests
could have been that powerful so they could
have such effect , but anyone who has
followed the progress of environmental coups
knows only too well that it could not be so.
Tiny ripples have been made but certainly
nothing that could credit the
en vi ronmen talists _with such devastating
power as could so affect our economy ,
For example, it is claimed the do-gooders
are almost totally responsible for retarding the
development of atomic energy. I recall several
years ago a westem power plant was inspected
and found to be highly dangerous. Pipes and
containers were exposed and safety
equipment was grossly inadequate , The
disclosure and fear that such dangers were
prevalent in all nuclear plants upset people
who would otherwise have thought that care
in such installations would be properly taken.
What has retarded nuclear growth, if blame
must be allocated, has been the sloppy
performance of people who should know
better, press exposure , fear recalling memories
of Hiroshima and leastly, the efforts of
environmentalists. To say that the plant lovers
have successfully ' halted an area of vital
research with their breast beatings is

tantamount to saying the only way to kill an
ant is with a grease gun.
Gulf has also blamed environmentalists for
auto pollution devices that cut gasoline
performance up to 20%. One look at Los .
Angeles in August will illustrate the need for '
emissions control. Besides, considering the '
huge profit margin of the auto industry , it
would seem that research and development
would have come up with an improved device.
The gasoline engine carburetor has remained
virtually unchanged since I Henry Ford I. I
might add an unconfmned fact that came to
my attention: A major auto maker designed a
carburetor that would cut gas consumption
by 75%, I have heard of no attempt to market
such equipment. Noting corporate resources
available, and the inadequate devices used, I
cannot believe that the environmentalists'
demands for cleaner air and the subsequent
req uirements for emISSIOn devices are
responsible for the added gasoline being
burned,
The list of areas environmentalists are
credited with retarding is long, but their
defenses simple, Environmental groups are
disunited and inadequately funded . They
could never have mustered the power or the
money to challenge and defeat the most
powerful lobbies and corporations in the
nation, if not the world, It is utterly
impossible that a handful of poorly organized
nature lovers could have almost single
handedly brought this nation to its knees with
rules and regulations it is accused of being
almost totally responsible for. It seems only
logical that such restrictions could never have
come about unless they were desperately

needed and commonly recognized by the
lesislatures and public at large. That is
the American Way.
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From the Dean's Desk
Open

EX8In

Policy
by Dean Josepb Curtis

Responding to a student initiative,
the law school faculty has approved a
system under which students can
establish their own examination
schedules within the officially
established April 29 to May II, 1974,
time frame. The effort is in the nature
of a pilot program. If it is not effective
it will be discontinued.
Some details have to be worked out.
As now conceived, the following steps
will be taken:
I. In 'March, through instructors in
each course, data processing type cards
will be distributed to all students taking
the course for credit. The student will
indicate in which of the 34 periods (9
am; 2 pm ; 6:30 pm Mondays through
Fridays and 9 am and 2 pm Saturdays
within the April 29 to May II period)
he requests that the examination be
given him . For example, a day stu-

Supreme
Court
Notes:
In companion cases decided last
month, the Court' dealt again with the
question of perm issible areas of search
for suspects charged with traffic offen~s::, ."'1n both U.S. v. Robinson, "38 L.
2d 427, and GusllIt:l"On v. Florida , 38
L. Ed. 2d 456, the defendant was stopped for suspicious driving behavior,
arrested for a traffic violation, and
subjected to a warrantless personal
search, neither evidentiary nor protective in nature, which yielded small
quantities of illegal substances in the
suspect's possession . I n both cases, the
Court upheld the convictions for
possession by accepting the use of the
substances thu s obtained as evidence.
In Rohinson , a District of Columbia policeman, suspicious of a
discrepancy between a suspect's driving
permit and drat card from an earlier
stop, had checked motor vehicle
records to learn that the suspect's permit had been revoked: the suspect,
Robinson, had obtained another permit
by using a misstated birthday. Thus,
when the officer saw Robinson driving
on the city streets a few days later, he
stopped and arrested him for driving
with a revoked permit.Tha t offense
carries a minimum fine and / or jail
term in D .C., and police regulations
there require the arresting officer to
take the suspect into custody.
Where a custodial arrest has been
made , the regulations further require
tha t the suspect be searched, primarily
for the protection of the arresting
police against a concealed weapon, and
to prevent escape by use of hidden
tools. These are two concerns the Court
has routinely recognized as proper and
necessary areas in an in-custody search.
The Court has also tra9itionally approved such searches where the purpose was to seek and preserve evidence
related to that crime for which the
defendant was arrested. Peters v. N. Y.,
Chime! v. California. These were the
three broad principles appJted by the
majority, led by Justice Rehnquist-together with an extensive citation of
pre-automobile authority--to vindicate

dent could choose to take an exam in
an evening period, an evening student
during a day period.
2. The cards would be collected,
sorted by data processing, and schedules
printed out for each of the 34 sessions.
Students would report to pre-designated
rooms on the days for which th'ey have
requested examinations. Monitors
would distribute examinations by name.
A record would be kept of those who
took each examination, but social
security numbers only would be placed
on the blue book relayed to the
instructor for marking.

3. To minimize peaks and valleys in
the schedules, students would be asked
not to ·request more than one
examination a ·day.
This system is not new . Many
colleges and some law schools have used

it successfully.
The fulcrum of the program is the
effectiveness and maturity of the honor
system and the integrity of the students
involved . The faculty's approving vote
was based on faith in the student, a
recognition that inauguration of the
system will open the door for a
maturing of the honor system at the
Law School , as well as a recognition
that there are substantial academic and
pedogogical advantages involved .
The examination request forms will
contain pledges that the student will not
give or take help on the examination
and will report any violations. Most
schools with effective honor systems
implement them through student
government or student bar association
personnel. We would like to see that
done here. The novelty of the current

proposal at this school and its current
pilot nature makes it hard to work full
student bar association participation
into the spring program, but we would
welcome any initiative that the SBA and
ESBA can develop in the area.
There can be no semi-honor code ." If
we are to have an honor system, we , the
faculty, should employ it throughout,
and this includes the open examination
period.
~
But if the open period is to be
successful, strict adherence to the
principles of the HonoI Code must be
observed. We must haw your
compliance in reporting any violations
of which you are aware, as you pledged
to do as a condition of your enrollment
in this Law School. (Bulletin, page 28)
Joseph Curtis
Dean

"I( You Take 'Handcuffs off the Police,
Who Do You Put Them On?"
by ·Stan Whiting

the warrantless search both there and
in Gustaf~·on.
The pivotal point in the Court's
holding was the extent of search permissible under the circumstances. The
Court of Appeals had held that the
Rohinson evidence, some gelatin capsules containing heroin, should be suppressed, since the . arresting officer,
considerably larger and heavier than
the suspect, had no fear for himself or
the safety of others, and the search of
the contents of the suspect's pocket was
not for related evidence. The Peters
decision had upheld a personal search
incident to a lawful arrest where the officer "did not engage in an
unrestrained and thorough-going
e,<amination of Peters and his personal
'~I.fi'cts. " (Emphasis supplied.) While
' the Rehnquist majority sought to expand police authority to conduct full
body searches once an arrest for a
relatively minor offense had been
made, the three-man dissent by Justice
Marshall empha_sized the Fourth
Amendment safeguards to personal
privacy and dignity requiring
deliberate , impartial judicial approval
!>e.fore such a search could be constitutiona Ily sa nctioned.
The majority clearly believed that
Chimel and Peters did not limit what it
called "the traditional authority" of the
arresting officer to conduct "a full
search" of the suspect's person, incident to a lawful custodial arrest-despite the qualifying language of
Peters cited above. The opinion placed
heavy emphasis on the D.C. police order requiring full search "a nd careful
examination" after an in-custody
arrest--a perspective that explicitly
rejected Sihron v. N. Y., where the
Court had refused to allow police
regulations to define the limits of constitutionally acceptable areas of search.
The minority , in strong contrast, argued
that the trend of Fourth Amendment
law was toward tight and clear
delineations of a small number of
exigent circumstances which would
justify a warrantless search.
The Gustafson decision underscored

the division in the Court's collective
constitutional vision . There, a n out-ofstate student had been placed under
arrest for not having his driving permit
in his possession. The officer had
testified that the suspect was "weaving
across the center line ," although he
was never charged with such an offense .
Further, the suspect's eyes were
"bleary," which the Court see mingly
found damning despite the fact that the
stop was made a t 2 a.m. The officer
frisked Gustafson , then pulled .a
cigarette box of the usual commercial
variety from his pocket, then extracted
homemade cigarettes from the box-these were determined to have been
marijuana .
_
Gustafson's counsel sought to distinguish th"e case from Rohinson on ihree
factual distinctions , although he did not
argue at a ll what Justice Stewart, concurring, though "persuasive"--t ha t
custodial arres t for suc h a minor offense was viola tive of thc Fou rth a nd
Fourteenth Amendaments. What coun se l did note was that here, no
regulations required the officer to take
the susp ec t into custody (the office r
testified that he ran in "th ree or four"
of every ten drivers who couldn't
produce their permits) , that the officer
had had no previous encounters with
the defendant, and that the offense
carried no minimun fine or jai l term .
Further, Gustafson had been put in the
back seat of the sq uad car before the
officer began to scrutinize the conten ts
of the c igarette box. In Rohinsoll. the
sea rch of the coa t pock e t whi c h
produced the incriminating capsu les
was in the course of a face-to-face
weapons frisk.
The Court took due note of the
"arguab le" absence of ev identiary purpose in the Gustafson search, and of the
fact that petitione r, seated in the squad
car as he was, posed no danger to the
officer or others. But , applying the Robinson rationale, the Court ruled that neither the lack of fear and of reasonable
evidentiary purpose, either singly or together, was sufficient to suppress the evijence for which Gustafson was convicted

of possession. Where any custodial arrest
is made , the five man majority indicated,
the authority to search without prior judicial approval exits, once the officer had
extracted the innocuous-looking Benson
& Hedges box, the' Court now held , it
was proper for him to inspect its contents.
Pl a inly, it is a difficult task for the
Court to pass judgm ent , on a case-bycase bas is, on what police procedures
may be constitutionally permissible for
an officer to follow in a n infinite num be r of possible situa tions . Yet, the better philosophy has been tha t, while
such a role is a rdu ous and timeconsuming for all concerned, the
delicate balancing of public security
with th e protection of individuals is of
such fundamental imp orta nce that the
Court will undertake to so so. In these
cases, the Burger court appears to
decline that responsib ility in favor of a
broad assertion of "trad iti onal " police
authority.
It is hard to conceive of a more expansive app rova l of police discretion in
suc h situations. The Court appraises
the entire stop-and-searc h seq uen ce as
a si ngl e process, while th e minority,
more properly , considers cach distinct
phase of the event. Given that ab use of
co ntr oll ed (and unc on tr oll ed) substa nces may cause erratic driving , how docs
that justify ope ning a ciga rett e box
when its ow ner is safe ly locked away in
the back seat of a police car, where no
arrest for intoxication or for dangerous
driving has been made , where no
sobriety test has been given, and where
the suspect appears alert, acquiescent,
and articu la te--as in GU.I/a.flon? And
where a frisk indicates a crump led
pack of cig~ettes in a breast pocket , as
in Robinson , how can one justify (I) removing it from the pocket, (2) feeling the
objects inside, and then (2) removing,
examining, and seizi ng the objects
themselves--without a warrant? These
are questions which tOOay's Court, as if
for more expedience, seems inclined to
avoid, invoking instead the artless gimmickry of "lawful arrest."
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Crucible of Clay
by Clay Stuart

.

averages of competing job applicants with little or no consideration given to the conditions
under which such indexes were
achieved, Thus there is often
perceived a distorted ' impression of capabilities and
potential.
Granting
that
allowance for all individual circumstances cannot be preprogramed, however, as long as
the grad~ point system of co~
parison might continue, all
students shou ld have conditions
as equal as practicable, under
which to demonstrate maximum
performance,

Whether an athletic team,
corporation, or other associated
group of individuals, to achieve
and maintain a reputation for
high standards, quality and successful
formance, organi-

TITLE
INSURANCE
and JUDGMENT

A proposal advocating
flexible exam schedules is being
given consideration by the
Administration
and may 'be
approved by February or March.

zational attributes must usually
include, ' (in ~arying form and
degre.e) mutuality of responsibility 'and effort. among its
members. As applied to a law
school, this attitude encompasses the Administration,
Faculty and Student Body.
In recent years the University
of Baltimore School of Law has
made great progress in many
areas, in no small pa rt due to
the tireless efforts of Dean Curtis and a comparative handful of
concerned individuals. The continuance and ' expansion of
achievement during and beyond
a period of "growing pains" will
depend to a large extent on th-e
constructive attitu,d es and efforts of many more opelle in the
previously mentioned ~egments
of the law school.
There has been considerable
confusion and dissatisfaction
evident among students, centering upon schedules and
grading practices in connection
with Fall 1973 final examinations, Aside from possible emotional impact in the present,
situations where some law
students must take e.g" seven
exams in six days, four exams in
five days, while others have at
least a few days between exams,
can have inequitable ramifi- i
cations in the future, Our
credential oriented society (exclusive of merits, or lack
thereof of such system) frequentl; focuses on grade-point

With respect to grading structure and policies, reasonable efforts to raise the standards and
stature of the law school should
be supported ' by the student
body, however, should there
have existed an arbitrary (as
distinguished from discretionary) element in grading,
merely to produce a desired
distribution of grades, such approach is not truly in the long
range best interests of the
students or the law school.
As in many situa tions , there is
another side to the coin,
Human nature being what it
is, many individuals prefer to
jump _ to c6nc lusions, accept
convenient explanations, participate in spreading rumors,
frequently without any attempt
to learn the true facts first;
practices which may sometimes
result in nothing more than
some form of detriment. For
example,an instructor who may
have awarded a failure or two
in the past, become depcited as
virtually one intent upon '
decimating the student body;
without regaFd to instructiona I
ability, attempts increase to
avoid his classes, c lass enrollments achieve imbalance; not
presently an absolute situation,
but one to which thought should
be given,
Future "crucible" columns
may cover a variety of topics;
individuals who believe a particular subject or issue merits
coverage, are urged to communicate factual data and views
to The Forum,

REPORTS
Oyr Owners' or Mortgagee
Title Insurance policies are
available to you and your.clients
. ·in the following:
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, -Georgia, Kentucky, LouiSiana,
Maryland, MiSSissippi, New Jersey! New Mexico,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
CarOlina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West}
Virginia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
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Women A<
t tend
Conference

Banquet Slated

On February 2-3 five U. of have active women's centers at
Baltimore women law students their schools. They are actively
attended the first mid-atlantic recruiting women law students.
regional conference on Women . And they are actively breaking
and the Law at Villanova . down the barriers we as women
Universi.ty. At this · conference fa-ce in preparing for and
we exchanged ideas with other entering a male dominated
women law students and profession . We can do it too!
prospective law stupents,
We need to organize now! We
practicing attorneys and judges.
The weekend included need to get together ~nd share
discussion groups and panel ideas gathered at the regional
discussions and was highlighted conference! We need to send a
by keynote speeches. by Rep . representative to the National
Elizabeth Holtzman (D-NY) and Conference on Women and the
Clairie Jones (one of the , Law to be held in Austin, Texas
founders of the Black Feminist the end of March!
~u Beta Epsilon, which is
Party). Workshops dealt with
topics such as the Equal Rights open to men and women, is
Amendm e nt , Women as having a series of seminars this
Litigators, Employment sememter . The seminar
Discrimination , the All-Woman concerning the topic of Women's
Law Firm and many other areas Rights will be held on March 24,
affecting wom en in today'S 1974 in the afternoon (Specific
details re: time and place will be
society.
Thes e t o pics were very posted shortly). Carl Maio , a U
thought-provoking. Have you of B alumni, will be leading this
considyred the facts that there seminar. He presently teaches a
are no courses on women's rights college course on women's
law offered at our school; that rights. After this seminar ,
there is not even one woman law anyone interested is welcome to
professor at our school; and that meet with us to share ideas and
needless to say women are a to discuss plans for setting up a
minority at our school? The Women's Center at the
. Villanova wo men law students University of Baltimore. Please
and other women law students come and lend a hand! For
represented at the conference further information call either
have considered these facts and Anita Stuppler (837-1140) or
ARE doing something about Lindsay Schlottman (685 -6460)
remedying the situation . They between 9 and 5 .

~·IiUCk Tort

ll

The Evening Student Bar believe the proposed open for second semester Real
Association, in conjunction with schedule for this semester should Property has not arrived . yet.
the Student Bar Association , is prove to be an imp'rovement. This writer has contacted the
pleased to announce the Third Rather than reiterate the necessary people and has been
Annual Awards Banquet , operation of the proposed promisedthesyl!abusinfhevery
scheduled for March I , 1974 at schedule, I would refer you to near futUre. Also , the E.S.B·.A.
the Blue Oest North . For those the article by Dean Curtis. will be offering our first movie
of you who were present at last How e ver , this ' program is on February 21,1974 (see ad in
year's banquet , you will predicated upon the honestY 'of paper). Admission is free to
remember the good time had by the students , and their strict dues-paying members.
all. This year's banquet promises adherence to the respective
If you have time to spare , or
to be more of the same. The hon or cod es of the da y and would like to actively participate
evening will feature prime rib of evening schools. Failure of the on a committee, please contact
beef, open bar, and as guest students to adhere to t he me or Dave Harris at the Student
speaker, Charles E. Wiggins, respective codes and maintain a Bar Association office on the
member of the House of ' high ethi cal standard will third floor. People are needed to
Representatives from California . pre c Iud e any f u t u reman the bookstore - either
.Your participation is needed to continuation of this program .
before class or during the break.
guarantee a suc cessful event.
The student .used book store Please patronize- the store - it's
For those of you who had has finally received Gilbert law for your benefit. Thank you,
complaints about· the exam summaries for second semester
schedule
the '
syllabus
John
P. Geiss
.--_
_ _ _for
_ _first
__ semester
'--_ _,_I----'--'coUIses . How ever ' _
___________
__
_- ,.
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HEALY

British .-m ports
Ltd.
828-0010
"WE SELL AND SERVICE ALL
IMPORTED MOTORCARS" , _
"Discounts for students of University of Baltimore & Marylc;lnd Law Schools.
1028 York Road, Towson, Maryl~nd
Immediate Financing
Exit 26 off Beltway

For Each Adult Member of Your Party

ALL THE BEER*
YOU CAN DRINK

BEIGHT 'BAR ··REVIEW SCHOOL ·

PLUS.

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE

Classroom Located
One Block Inside Capital Beltway
942'3 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring, Maryland

PLUS

Lusciou~ly Tender

STEAl{

MARYLAND BAR EXAM

with French Fries
r----

Long Course Commences ' March 5, 1974
Short Course Commences June 3,1974
Registrations are now being taken

ALL FOR JUST .

R'lul.~ ~g!~2
»_95

,----,-WITH THIS AD

I
I

EMERSONS, Ltd.
WASHINGTON, D.C.-1511 K Street, N.W.
.. ... 659-8170
BETHESDA, MD.-Wildwood Shopping Center 530-5300
GREENBELT, MD,-6076 Greenbelt Ret...
474-5800
SILVER SPRING, MD.-7820 Eastern Ave., N.w. 726-7300
ALEXANDRIA, VA.-4349 Duke St. (Rte. 236)
370-5500
FAIRFAX, VA.-l0900 Lee Highway (Rte. 50)
. 591-7780
MT. VERNON, VA.--8626 Richmond Hwy. (Rte. 1) 780-1111
ROSSLYN, VA.-1515 Wilson Boulevard
524·7070
Not good with any other promotion or special

~I_F_O_R_J_UL_y_,_.1_9_74_B_~_R_E_X_A_M
_ _J
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
THOMAS L. BEIGHT
570-0 North Frederick Avenue, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760

* in Virginia, price includes pitchers of beer

This Offer Supersedes All Other Advertising
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Mary PIRG Aims
Reforms ,

Environmentalists------~
(Continued from page 2)

the New York Times and the Gravel of Alaska remarked that '\f11ake sense to ' preserve Alaska
Wall Street Journal have
the oil pipeline across the tun- in a museum when we need oil
revealed that the chemicals now dra would be just about as con- to heat our homes and schools
"
The word "citizenship" has a continuity, and thoroughness.
used \n coloring tissue are spicuous as a thread stretching and to run our factories.
dull connotation, which is not Recognizing that past student harmless. Feel free to use all from the first to the eighteenth
Now we are witnessing a
surprising, given its treatment by efforts to effect positive social the pink Charmin tissue you hole of a gold course. It doe~n't brouhaha over the energy shorcivics books and the way it has change have suffered from desire. Our finny friends in the
been neglected. The role of the diffusion and lack of direction, sea will not be harmed. Do
citizen is obviously central to the Maryland Public Interest spread the good news.
The Curriculum Committee,
The Committee also planned
Democracy, and it's time to face Research Group will provide i
Did it make sense to block the consisting of Professors Issacson, to prepare more accurate course
up to the burdens and focus for students to join in Disney development of Mineral
Shannonhouse, Cum ingham, descriptions for the new
concerted action on problems King Valley in the Sierra '
liberations of citizenship.
Assistant Dean Buddeke, and catalo~e soon to go to press.
During the last ten years, which concern all of us.
Nevada Mountains? The reSort 'c h air e d by Stu den t
In short, it may be noted that
. As the late Justice Holmes wOllld have been available to
incrpasing numbers of college
Representative Neal Haber, met not much .vas accomplished by
' and university students have said, "A nod is as good as a wink the average person in Los
recently to discuss course the committee. Haber is not
been committed to a wide range to a blind , horse." HELP Angeles who would be -able to
scheduling.
recorded as having made any
of social reforms. I have seen too SUPPORT THE MARYLAND enjoy a weekend of skiing. But
suggestions which reflect the
many stUdents downplay what PUBIUC
INTEREST our ecology elitists succeeded in
The committee plans to student opinion because, as he
other students have already RESEARCH GROUP.
preserving all of the 'Sierras for revise our program s 0 as to admitted to one editor, "I really
accomplished in the past decade
For further information the lucky rich who have the insure that a student will don't know what the students
with little organization, little or please contaGt ' Gary Vernick - time and money to take a month complete his required courses as want." As a result, Haber
no funds, and scattered support . 296-7128.
off for an expensive pack trip. soon as possible. This would free promises to make himself
Who began the movement, in
Question: If deer can cross the student to pursue the various available for any student
civil rights, a little over a decade
. the highways in America, can- electives and internships offered suggestions and will hopefully
ago, which led to rapid
not the Alaskan caribou be during the third year. It would submit his ideas to a student
'developments in the law? Four
trusted to cross ramps over the also eleminate the possibility of poll. Haber, it is felt, owes it to
black engineering students. Who
by Jennifer Bodine
Alaskan pipeline? The tundra one's ina bility to graduate on the student body to make up for
dramatized the facts and issues
stretches for 800 miles across time due to schedule conflicts the time lost when Paul Luskin,
In recent years, the Supreme the top of the world. Sen. ,Mike, with regard to required courses.
regarding environmental
former student rep., resigned.
contamination in cities and rural Court of the United States has
America? Students. Who helped assisted women in their f ight for
mobilize p~pular opposition to equality, However, it appears
the continuance of the war in from a recent article in
Vietnam and, at least, turned Washingtonian Magazine that
We don't take a chance
official pol.icy toward not all the justices practice what
their opinions, in effect, preach.
withdrawal?
with your success?
One way for us, citizens and ' Justice Brennan still cannot
Why should you?
stUdents at the University of bring himself to hire a female
Baltimore Law School, to pool clerk because then he would be
our efforts toward the unable to say F*** in her
accomplishment of many needed presence. I guess when women
goals is to form and support the ha ve demonstrated their
Maryland Public Interest capacity to hear and accept such
Research - Group (MaryPIRG) . w 0 r ds, another barrier will
We at Maryland Bar Review Course take the extra time .and care to give our
MaryPIRG will be a non-profit, collapse and one. more door to
tax-exempt ' corporation. It will equality- will open.
students the highest caliber of instruction, materials and teaching
be created, organi~ed, and
technique available in preparing for the Maryland Bar Examin~ion. Our
completely controlled by us, the
consistently high passing rate of successful ca'ndid~tes is our mark of exstudents of the University of
cellence.
Baltimore Law Sphool. The
Law Fraternity International
general areas of MaryPIR,G
La Brum Chapter
concern will include consumer
OUR SUCCESS IS YOUR SUCCESS ,
protection, resource planning,
Installation of Officers,
, Register now for the JLine Course
occupational safety, protection Induction, and ' Award
of natural areas and ceremonies were on the agenda
The size of the class is limited. Reserve your' place.
environmental quality, racial and of the Phi Alpha Delta Dinner
sexual discrimination, held December I, 1973 at the
_MARYLAND BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC.
la ndlord/tenant' relations , Baltimore Playboy Club.
Post
Office
Box 1144, Langley Park, Maryland 20787
freedom of information , in
' Brothers (as named) in'
Call: (301) 987-1187 (Baltimore exchange)
government, and similar matters attendance included Professor
of urgent or long range concern and Mrs . Robert W. McMillan,
to the welfare of the people of Mr. Tony Bruce , Mr. and Mrs.
Baltimore and State of Joe Castoro, Mr. and Mrs. Garv
Maryland.
Dwoskin, Mr. and Mrs. John
Action taken by MaryPIRG Gossert, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hall,
will 'consist of a coordinated Mr. and Mrs. Dave Hill, Ms.
effort of analysis and research ; Lizanne Malleson and Guest, Mr.
public education; active and Mrs. Jeff Misler, Mr. Roy
representation before legislative Moran , and Guest, Mr. James
bodies and administrative and Stewart, Linda (Mrs. Bill)
regulatory agencies; and Tanton, and Mr. Dave Wood .
Outgoing Justice Roy Moran _
litigation - where such actions
are warranted - to achieve the administered the Oath to the
goals of this group. MaryPIRG three mdividuals accepted for
will not become involved in membership: Mr. James Farley,
internal campus disputes or Mr. Bruce Nueffer and Mr. Clay
disputes between campuses.
Stuart.
MaryPIRG will be financed
A Gavel was presented to
by a registration assessment of Roy Moran for his outstanding
an additio~al one dollar and contribution as the Cha'pter's
fifty cents per semester per first Justice ; gift awards for
student . Any student who does outstanding 'service were
not wish to participate and Jrom presented to Dave Hill, Jeff
whom the refundable fee has Misler and John Gossert.
been collected, shall be entitled
In st a l1a t ion 0 f 0 fficers
to a full refund not later than elected for 1973-74 was as
the third week of the semester follows: David L. Hill - Justice,
from the MaryPIRG office on James Stewart - Vice Justice,
the campus.
Linda Tanton - Clerk, Gary
With an adequate budget and Dwoskin - Treasurer, and Jeff
a strong student staff , Misler - Marshall. MaryPIRG can have a significant
Phi Alpha Delta is initiating a
COME SEE OUR NEW LINE OF AVALON HILL BOOKCASE GAMES.
impact on public problem Guest Speaker Program ,
AVALON
HILL IS KNOWN FOR ITS EXCITING AND ./),UTHENTICATED
resolution, ~peciaIly on the commencing January, 1974;
\
local level. The organization announcement of guest speakers
GAMES. LOOK FOR OTHER EXCITING GAMES AT your !1f-HVERSiTY
blends student idealism and and topics will be posted in
OF BALTIMORE BOOKSTORE.
energy with staff expertise and advance of the particular
time, thereby insuring vitality, engagement date involved.
by Gary Vernick

Curriculum Committee Report

A Dirty Word

Phi Alpha Delta

BOOKSTORE KICKOFF ,

NOW YOU CAN SET YOUR GOAL ON
THESE GAMES & SCOREIIIII
"BEST FOOTBALL

GAME EVER INVENTED"

"
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Letters

Message to Women Students

Dear Sir:
I am undertaking the writing
of this letter on behalf of my
fellow
members
of
F .E.M.L.A.V.S. In case you are
unfamiliar with ' our acronym,
our complete name is: Feminists
Enjoined Momentarily to Lavish
Attentions on Various
Situations.
Our most pressing concern is
the lack of a women's lavatory
on the third floor of Charles
Hall. We have found; oddly
enough, that there are two (yes,
two!) men's lavatories on the
third floor, but nary a one for
women.
On October 25, 1973. there'

was a memo from George M.
McDevitt, Dean of Students,
pertaining to this issue. Mr.
McDevitt suggested: "With the
increase in the number of female
students at the University of
Baltimore, it is imperative that
we provide better facilities for
them."
We are entrusting to you, as
the editor of the only published
voice available to us, the duty of
trying to remedy this situation.
Thank you for your·
considera tion.
Sincerely yours,
S. Timmerman Tepel
Chairperson
F.E.M.L.A.V.S.

The Lambda Chapter of the
Iota Tau Tau International Legal
Sorority is having its Spring
Rush party February 17th at the
English Speaking Union. Every
year we invite many of our
friends and faculty members as
well as the women law students
at the University of Baltimore to
meet us.
Our sorority was founded in
1925 at Southwestern University
in California. Today there are
about 35 Chapters in the United
States and a few in foreign
countries. The purpose of our

Overseas 'S ummer International

group is to advance the standing
of women in the legal
profession.
Each month we meet for a
seminar led by a member or an
address by a guest speaker on
some legal topic of interest.
We present awards for
scholarship both' locally and
internationally, give finan::ial
support to University of
Baltimore Law School, make
. donations to the law school
occasionally, and make
scholastic loans to members in

their second or third year of law
school.
The sorority admits students
in good academic standing after
one semesters work is
completed. Women attorneys
and women law students from
other schools are also
encouraged to consider
membership.
For further information
please contact Mrs. Martha E.
Skeen, 153 E. Green Street,
Westminster, Maryland 21157
Dean, Lambda Chapter I.T.T. '

SBA News

Law Programs

-

.. _.....

by Stuart Malawer
The following is. a partial list of
summer programs available to law
students emphasizing international law,
comparative law, European law or
Japanese law. For further information
please write to the schools.
I. Hague 'Academy of International
Law, the Hague, the Netherlands.
2. University , of San Diego at Paris,
France
3. Europa instituent, University of
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
4. Notre Dame Law School at
&unnel University, London, England.

5. William and Mary Law School at
the University of Exeter, England.
6. American University Law School
with Hebrew University, Israel.
7. University of Houston & the
University of Florida with the Free
School of Law, Mexico.
8. -Notre Dame University with
Sophia University , Japan.
9. U ni versity of Alabama with
Center for Mediterranean Studies, Italy.
10. Syracuse University in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
II . The City of London Polytechnic,
London, England.
The Public Co~tract Section of the ABA is inviting student mem o
bership and participation on Section Committees for the first time
(see list). This affords interested students an opportunity to work
with some of the nation's top experts in the broad areas encom·
passed by public contract law.
New Section members are eligible, as well as law students with
long·standing Section membership . so if you are not already a
student member of the Section, why not pign up?
•
Because of rece nt ~ational events in the area of public contract
law , the Section is gearing up to important new work in the field.
Examples are the development of a Model Procurem ent Code for
state and loca l governments, a nd resea rch in state competitive bid·
ding requirements. .
You can return the attached application to the Student Bar Office for Bill Dansie, National Committee Chairman .

I

NAME ________________________________________

I~

.~

ADDRESS ______________________________________
CITY ______________________ STATE _______ZIP
enclose________ for the following: _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __

HOMEMADE SAlADS
EGG, TUNA, CHICKEN
HOMEMADE SOUPS
HAMBURGERS
CHEESEBURGERS
KOSHER HOT DOGS
~

.

I

~

'(

I am not yet a member of the ABA Law Student Division,
and wish to join , since this is a prerequisite to
Section membership. $3 .00
Check as many as three committees

....--,,~-

~,,--

1204 MT. ROYAL AVE
ACROSS FROM
GOODYEAR

,

Enrol lment for one yea r in the Section of Public
Contract Law , $3.00

«
\
I(

,(
(
(.
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(.
(

":-:~::-:--:-:-7-:---I':-:-!--::-__.L-:--.JL_......L_ _ _ _.-lL_ _...l._~~__LJ.-1,--_J._.,-~1 (

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Research and Development
Current Federal Procurement Stat utes
Patents, Technical ' Data a nd Copyrights
Bids and Protests
Boards of Contract Appeals
Committee.on Environmental Law
Committee on Government Procurement
Congressional Reference Cases and Class Actions
Contract Adjustment Boards
Costs and Pricing
General Accounting Office Remedies
Judicial Review and Remedies
Profit I ncentives and Control
Renegotiation
Secllrities and Exchange Commission
State and Municipal Law
Subcontractor Problems
T ruth·in -negotia tion
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WODlen Fill Vital Adnrlnistrative Needs
The .Forum finds no better time of
the year than this to honor three
members of the University community
who rarely receive the recognition they
deserve.
Those members, Irma Black - Dean
Curtis' secretary, and Barbara Corrice
and Nancy Mering - Dean Buddeke's
secretaries, can usually be found in
obscure -offices either on the fourth
floor of the library or the fifth floor of
Charles Hall.
Although many at the University
don't realize it, these women are vital in
the administration of the law school. .
If ever you're in search of
information, trying to see either of the
Deans, or trying to get some material
from a professor, then it's inevitable
you will come face to face witl! one of
these women - a meeting which turns
out to be one of the more enjoyable
experiences available at the University.
Even though they are accosted time
and again with perplexing situations,
disgruntled students, and demanding
faculty, they mairitain a friendly,
cooperative, and considerate attitude
with all who happen by :.. .lt's truly
refreshing!
If is for this attitude, and for their
continuing assistance "to the Deans,
faculty, and students, that the Forum
would like to show its appreciation by
thanking them and introducing them to
those who haven't had the opp.prtunity
to meet them personally.
Irma Black has worked with Dean
Curtis since 1969 and is greatly

Irma Black
impressed with the progress that the law
school has made since 'the De'a n's arrival.
Before working with the law school,
Mrs. Black worked with Dr. Thomas
Pullen, then president of the University,
and also worked as Assistant Postmaster
in a Post Office near her home. She and
her family have been living on a farm in
Kingsville, Md., for the last 24 years.
Mrs. Black's husband is an engineer and
does some farming on the side, her son
is a civil engineer and her daugh ter is an
English teacher in Carrol Co.
Barb ara Corrice came to the
University in June of 1973, after

Barbara Corrice
working for one yea-r with Medical
Systems Incorporated. Before working
with Medical Systems, she attended
Westerh Virginia Institute of
Technology and Montgomery
Community College. Barbara is a casual
person and for this reason especially
enjoys working with students. Her
husband is a civil engineer working out
of Baltimore:
Nancy Mering started working at the
law school in September of 1973, after
living in Massachusetts for four years.
She attended Wheaton College,
Wheaton, Ill. where she graduated with '

Nancy Mering
a major in French. After an unhappy
teaching experience of one year in
Manchester, she worked with the
European Seminar Program at Gordon
College where she and her husband
coordinated a European travel program
for college students. Nancy enjoys
working in an academic situation, and
like Barbara , enjoys being around
students . She's impressed with the
dedication of the faculty and the
improvements she's seen here. Her
husband is presently enrolled in the
master's program in counseling at
Loyola College.

Expanding Role of the Lawyer In International Practice
2. Specific aspects of international
contracts, such as the choice of forum
clause, choice of law clause and
choice either of adjudication or arbitration as a means of settling
disputes.
3 . Specific problems of international arbitration and adjudication- selection of the arbitrators or judges, compulsory jurisdiction. appellate review. etc.
4. Need to conform to foreign
government regulations upon entry
into the host state.
'
5. General differences between the
common law and the civil law legal
systems.
6. Litigation against .governments
in the U.S. and abroad. This involves '
an understanding and consideration
of the laws of immunity of foreign
governments from suit (Doctrine of
Sovereign Immunity) and the ability
to question the validity of foreign acts
(the Act of State Doctrine). e.g.,
Malawer and Zeif. "Litigation
Against Foreign Governments in the
U.S .... 2 International Business Lawver (-1974).
7. Enforcement of domestic. foreign and international judgments in
the United States and abroad.
8. Specific areas of foreign legis!lition. such as taxes. securities. an- .
titrust and licensing. relating to
trademarks. patents. copyright and
know-how problems. and their extraterritorial application.
9. General regulation by regional
and international organizations such
as the European Common Market.
the Andean Group and other local or
regional organizations.
10. Specific areas of international
and regional legislation. especially.
tariffs, securities, tax and antitrust.
e.g .. Malawer, "Distributorship
Agreements in the Common Market,"
33 University of Maryland Law

(Continued from page 3)
Rel·iew 265 (1973).
could become more involved with real
II. General aspects of diplomatic
estate construction and industrial
protection, international litigation
development. This is just another examand treaty practice, relating to
ple of the kind of information which
lawyers should anticipate, receive and
foreign investment.
exchange.
In our ever-changing world we must
All of the above must be carefully
considered in any involvement on an intake into consideration and take advanternational basis,. However, prior to the
tage of, the legitimate aspirations and
actual consummation of a transaction,
needs of the developing nations
what can be accomplished is the
throughout the world. By working
closely with lawyers from those counfrequent and close contact between ill- .
ternational lawyers in various countri'es
tries. or indeed the proper ministries,
throughout the world. By learning
an attorney can be of substantial serabout our respective roles within our
vice to his clients by bringing to their
country and relation:"i,p to our clients,
attention the opportunities which are
we can better give thought and develop
present. This is so not only because of
some cooperative effort between ourthe ever-growing market, but because
selves whicli would help to 'alleviate
of the discoveries of needed and natural
some of the growing and pressing
resources in various pa,rts of the world.
problems of the world.
Through this cooperative effort of
A checklist of potential problems
lawyers servicing clients in the intertaking into consideration a possible
natiorial community, can come about a
shortage of raw materials or machinery
better understanding of the needs and
which would affect one's client future
problems of our respective countries, as
production, as well as, taking into conwell as through the exchange of infor- ,
sideration the factors such as changes
mation and the development of further
in labor cost, population patterns and
business relationships, the satisfying of
ecological matters, would help to ensome of the, client's very real problems.
sure proper consideration of a pending
transaction. Such a checklist would also
take into consideration the usual means
(The following is a list of articles on the
and areas of distribution of client's
foreign practice of law and, in general,
product or service. We must appreciate
international legal practice.)
that the energy shortage will be with u~
for some time. This examination out of
Busch, 3 INTERNATIONAL LAW, YER, (1'969) - series of 3 articles on
necessity takes into consideration the
changes in the mode and manner of
the right of U.S. lawyers to practice
transportation brought about as a result
abroad in light of foreign regulations.
of the world-wide ehergy crisis.
The United States and its financial
deVries, "Transnational Legal ,Trends-and insurance institutions have made
World Business and the Lawyer." 6
. COLUMBIA JOURNAL OF WORLD
very valuable contributions to the needs
of developing countries. Of particular
BUSINESS 91 (1971)
concern should be the awareness of this
role. There are many banking inSir Thomas Lund, "Problems and
stitutions and other financial groups in
D.eveJopments in Foreign Practice." 59
the United States that, provided with
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
sufficient securities and guarantees,
JOURNAL 1154 (October 1973).

Mark S. Massel, "The Lawyer's Rol~-;; International Trade," in SHAW &
CRAWFORD, LEGAL PROBLEMS
IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
(1962).
' Stanley Metzger, "The United States
Government Lawyer & Foreign Affairs," reprint.
F.ritz Moses, "International
Practice," 4 FORDHAM
REVIEW 244 (1955).

Legal
LAW

Note, "European Integration: A
Challenge to Lawyers, " 10 COMMON
MARKET LAW REVIEW 208 (1973).
Note, "The Development of Lawyers
Equipped to Handle International
Practice." 80 HARVARD LAW
REVIEW 128.4 (1967).
F.R. Ryder , "Legal Practice in Foreign
Banking," 3 JOURNAL OF WORLD
TRADE LAW 341 (1969).
Surrey & Shaw. "Role of the American
Lawyer," in INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 187 (1963).
Warren, Monahan & Duhot, "Role of
the Lawyer in International Busint:ss
Transactions," 58 NEW YORK
STATE BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 181 (1972).
"Practicing Transnational Law: The
Nature of the Business, Opportunity for
Entry and the Relevance of Contemporary
Legal
Education,"
67
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PROCEEDINGS
245 (1973).
DIRECTORY OF OPPORTUNITIES
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW (Unlversl&y_ of Virginia School of Law, 3 ed.,
1(73).
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Law School Program: Part .I
( Continued
is that the lecture method is of very
limited value in a law school
classroom. There are several kinds of
lecture methods. I think that a lecture,
which is an exposition of the rules, is a"
inefficient way to use a 'Iaw school
classroom. To get the rules, one can go
to a hornbook. And one doesn't go to
law school to learn rules of law, one
goes to law school to learn the process
of lawyering."
Fur~m: Would it be correct to say that
you feel that it would also be an inefficient use of classroom time to dictate
rules of black letter law or direct
quotations from classes?
Prufessur Ruud: "While I wouldn't
want to judge that practice in each instance without knowing more about it,
personally I use a device of an assignment schedule which contains the
correct style and citation for the cases.
And from that my students know t~e
correct style of the case when I discuss
it in class."
Furum: ~What , if any, objective standards can be used to judge a classroom
teaching performance?
Prufessur Ruud: "Well, experienced
legal educators could attend a session
with different teachers and perceive a
difference in the quality of their
. teaching. I haven't got a list of different
standards, in part because different
methods of teaching may result in different classroom appearances, and
each may be equally successful.
"But there are some indicators. If
you go into a class where, in response .
to a question, there are twenty hands in
the air and when one student makes a
comment, others want to add to or
argue with him, you know that something is happening; students are being
stimula~ . "

....----FI:rum: Do any A .A. L.S. schools have
any methods for judging thei'r faculty on
a periodic basis?
Prufessur Ruud: "Yes, partly. Most
A.B.A. and A.A.L.S. schools have some
program of student evaluation of the
teaching capacity of each teacher.
"Effo rts by school administrations
are less structured. ' However, the
University of New Mexico Law School
has a regular process to judge untenured faculty by with respect to legal
Tesearch, public service, etc.
"At the University of Texas Law
School the Dean appoints a threeperson committee to judge teachers in
their first year. They counsel the
te:.cher and report to the Appointments
Committee.
"In some schools it is considered
inappropriate to do this, but there are
good arguments in favor of this sort of
review ."
Furum: Are there any objective standards to judge faculty members, with
respect to the "scholarly research and
writing" requirement of A.B.A. Standard 40 I and A.A .L.S. Art. 6.6(b)?
Prufessur Ruud: "Well, if you mean
where you put a work product on a
scale and it weighs 3 .6 or it weighs
4.11, no, there isn't,"
Furum: Let's say, at what point in time
do you see a positive contribution?
Prnfessur Ruud: "I think that a law
school teacher should do more than just
meet his classes; r think that it is important that he write . I t's popular to
condemn 'publish or perish' and I guess
that in its extreme form it is unsound.
"You need a faculty that is doing a
variety of things and publishing is one
of them. Virtually all faculty should do
some. It contributes to their professional develo~ment and makes them
better teachers. In writing they have to
deal with a subject in greater depth and
more thoroughness than you would
generally deal with a problem in
preparing to teach a segment of

from page 1)
material in class.
"There is a variety of professional
work that law school teachers should
do, although all teachers should not do
all of them.
"There is law' reform. Working with
law reform gives a better understanding
of law reform and the social costs involved in change. A law faculty is one
of society's resources and they should
be available for this sort of thing.
"ConSUlting is another. Law school
profes~ors should not take on a client
because conflicts of interest might
arise. But they can consult lawyers with
clients. This helps to learn the attitude
and a-pp-roach to' counseling.
"These other functions are important
to a law school, although they must be
considered within the context of its
most important function , to teach law
students."
Futum: This question obviously poses a
difficult answer because of the differences in individual faculty members, but
is there any level of work product that
might be considered an expected level ,
with respect to writing and research?
Prufessnr Ruud: "I'm not certain that I
can formulate an -answer to that
question without more ·information as to
each school. If I we~ the dean or a
member of the promotion and tenur,e
committee at a particular school, I
think that you could work out some
basis for a reasonable expectation as to
work product.
"I n the case of a professor with a six
hour workload, a norm would be more
than one article every two years -perhaps one per year, a nd perhaps also
some public service work.
"With a nine hour workload, in cluding overlap · oT like courses, the expectation would be somewhat less. After .all, keeping up w~th the field that
one is teaching, by reading advance
sheets, law review a-rticles, etc., can
take a great deal of time.
Furum: What would be considered acceptable limi.ts on a professo r's outside
professional activities under A.B.A.
Standard 402 and A.A.L.S. Art. 6 .4 (b)?
Prufessur Ruud: " A teacher would not
ue a full-time faculty member if he is a
member of a ' law firm. I'm not enthusiastic about a professor taking a
case for revenue. There ought to be
some professional development for him
.
in the case.
"There was the case of Alexander
Bickel who served as counsel in· the
New . York Times Pentagon Papers
Case. It was a very important case and
he is a very distinguished Constitutional
scholars, perhaps an important
resource for that case ."
Furum: In A . A.L.S.- recognized
schools, how is a typical faculty member's time ultilized , with respect to
teaching, research , administrative activities, outside professional activities
etc?
Prufessur Ruud: "There is no
systematic information available to answer that question . Most schools have
different models , with sQme teachers
primarily devoted to teaching and
others move involved in other areas.
My hunch is that the typical teacher
devotes 60% of his time to feaching."
FORUM: What is your opinIon on
having a diversity in the types of
teachers on a faculty and a diversity 'as
to the type of work that they do?
Prufessor Ruud: "It's very useful.. You
shouldn't have everyone dealing with
teaching.
"Perhaps a comment on a related
matter is appropriate here. Diversity in
outside professional activities might not
be as apparent in a new school or a
school with many ne'w faculty members.
Various committees, bar associations,
public interest groups, etc., tend to seek

Thursday Night Film Series
Cost: FREE to ESBA{ESBA members & s.pouses/dates; 50 cents to
non-members Place: Langsdale Auditorium Time: 9 : 15 - II :00 pm.
(Approximate) Dates: February 21, 1974 Additional dates to be further
publicized, Tentative: 3/21, 4/18. Titles : Scheduled for 2/21-NO.IO
RILLINGTON PLACE The true story of John Reginald Christie, mass
murderer, whose testimony leads to the arrest, conviction and hanging of an
individual who proclaimed innocence to the end. Your choice: Future fUm
selections will be ba&ed upon an informal polling in which student
recommendations will be considered along with the following titles: Anatomy
of A Murder, Alice B. Toklas, Attica, Caine Mutiny, Court Martial of Billy
. Mitchell, The Paper Chase, The Poppy is Also a Flower, The Young
Philadelphians, To Kill a Mockingbird, Twelve Angry Men.
Kindly forward suggestions to class representatives, the SBA/ESBA offices
or your program chairman. ..
.
Respectfully
Harve C. Horowitz
Third Year Evening Law School
the aid of faculty members With
established reputations , so they tend to
receive publicity for their involvement
outside their school.
"A t a school with a new faculty ,
however , it takes time for them to attain recogniti on of this kind."
Furum: Finally, how important a fanor
to a law student's sense of professional
confidence is the reputation and
recognition accorded to the faculty of

hi s school?
Pr .. fessut .Ruud: "Your question is
really rhetorical. It is a truism tha t the
more a law student believes in tfie competence of his teachers, the more confidence he has in his education a nd
consequently the more confidence he
has' in himself."
(The nexl arlicle in Ihis se ries will he a
sampling of slud enl reaclion 10 the
fael/lly in general alld 10 some of Ihe
thoughls con lain ed 'in Ihis arlicle.)

Deeper Into The Mire: Revisited
(Co ntinued from page 1)
million different opinions (to be sure
to accept public depiction of conduct
converging and diverging at many
found tolerable in Las Vegas and New
points) as to what is appropriate
York would seem to be contradicted by
ma terial for public viewing. To try to
the action of the Georgi a Court,
give control to a group or individua I
because then the s'tandards of Albany,
who is to apply some vague community
Georgia become the standards of other
standards is to invite continuous concommunities in the entire state.
troversy and the necessity for adIn the September issue of The
judication. If the Supreme Court is to
Forum, I pointed out that the Supreme
ever extract itself from repetitious inCourt's recent decisions on obscenity
volvement in controversy over what is
and pornography would not provide a
a nd wha t isn't pornograp hy , it must
more concrete set of guidelines which
become cognizant of rapidly changing
local communities could apply in
mores , divorce itself from personal
dealing with material which to some
opinions, and look to factual evidence
bear the label "obscene." I pointed out
as to whether there is a danger in
then that the standards remained as
viewing such . material. I t cannot base
ambiguous as they had ever been and
its findings on questi onab le evide"ce
were going to lead to a continuation of
found solely in minority reports. Only
the very situation which now confronts
by taking such a stance a nd a pplying
the Supreme Court that is of constantly
the facts objectively can the court exhaving to review the obscenity issue on
tract itself from the mire which it seems
a case by case basis. I n a na tion of 211
so intent upon sinking itself into.
million people, you will find 211

Law Review Competition
The law Review has announced its annual Spring competition
for staff positions.
First and second year day and night students who have at least
a 2.75 cumu1ativ~ averale are eligible to compete. Further
information on eligibility criteria is contained in the rules of the
competition.
Participation in the competition requires authorship of a
casenote on a case selected by the law Review Board of Editors.
The casenotes submitted will be evaluated anonymously by the
Board of Editors and the Law Review Faculty Committee. The
Board of Editors will make the initial evaluation and will submit
recommendations to the Faculty Committee. who will make the
fmal selections.
Applications are available in the Law Review Office and must
be fIled by February 22, 1974. Casenotes must be submitted by
April 1, 1974. Announcement of selections will be made in lage
Mayor earlv June.
Further details and the rules of the competition are posted on
the bulletin board outside the Law Review office on the third
floor of Charles Hall.
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League
Formed
by Tom Groton
The Law School Intramural
Basketball League has been
changed this semester to the
Thursday Night Pickup League.
Due to a lack of funds fOI
referees and a general lack 01
interest during the first semester,
we have decided to do away
with the team format,
substituting in its place a more
informal pickup league, allowing
pia yers the freedom of
participating when it suits their
workload 'rather than the time at
which their particular team is
scheduled to play. Anyone
enrolled in the law school is
eligible to play. If the number of
people- corning out to play swells
beyond a wor\l;able amount 'for a
pi~kup situation, we may {evert
to team alignments, allowing
people to form teams comprised
of players of their own choice,
rather than choosing fwm a
dr'afting list, as was done in the
past:

WFL: A Growing Giant_
The World Football League Hockey League and the
does not appear to be destined, Arne ric a n Bas k e t ball
for the same fate which has Association. The fact remains,
befallen the Intramural ' that despite talk of the
Basketball Leagul,l. Despite popularity of football declining
criticism of the National it is still the single most popular
Football League's dull play and, sport in the United States,
field goal dominated games, talk . manifested in the attempts of
of the saturation point being, such cities' as Seattle, Memphis
reached due to a television and Tampa, among others to
schedule of unending games, and, persuade the NFL to award
lack of fan support due to the them a football franchise. To
lifting of the F.V. blackout, the many of these cities and their
WFL's chances of success are fans, a WFL franchise now ' is
good.
better than the promise of an
Despite these adverse NFL team in the future. By the
conditions, plus the fact that time the NFL's promise is
there are now 26 NFL teams as realized the WFL may have
opposed to the 12 that existed reached parity with the senior
when the AFL was organized, league, and dqring the interim
the WFL will be able to operate the fans will have , been able to
due to unlimited market of enjoy their own football team.
sports·minded fans, and the To fans anxious for football this
w ill i n g n e s s 0 f the means a lot - that is the actual
owner-organizers of the league realization of a team now rather
to spend money. We have seen than an empty promise of a
this pattern develop before, in team in the future.
the instances of the
To areas hungry for pro
aforementioned AFL, the World football the World League will
be quite acceptable. Not only
because it may be the only team
they can get, but with several'
name players, lured into the
league by big money" plus some
dissatisfieds from both the
positive or negative, which you Canadian League and the NFL,
rounded out with semi·pro
' may have.
Vice President Seager players, the caliber of the ball
a nnounced that a graduate could be very enjoyable. Added
program in Criminal Justice is a to ' the fact that the ~WFL has
virtual certainty to begin in instituted some much needed
rule changes, such as returning
September of 1974 .
:rh~ University has I a ne'w missed field goals to the place
college as of February 1, 1974: from where they were kicked,
t he College of Continuing kicking off from the thirty yard
' Education. For the moment it is line, and revival of the two point
-a separa te administrative division conversion. The WFL should be
only,. but it is designed for appealing not oniy to the fans in
containing the programs for new areas, but also to followers
evening, summer, and special of the NFL.
The, fact that the owners in
students (the ,latter of whom are
thos~ students who
are not , the WFL are willing to pay large
seeking a degree). When the sums to lure name players into
University joins the state system the league thus seemingly
all of these programs must be digging themselves into a
financially self-5ustaining. In financial hole is somewhat
addition the prc:>gram offering deceiving. This money must be
credit for life e:x;perience, which expended for the' league's
is under consideration , would be success depends upOJ! drawing
housed in this college. , \he fans by having several big name
college will be run by an players on each team. The
administrative dean ' and the owners realize to succeed
academie deans of the other financially and in terms of
won-lost records they must
colleges.
depart with the money now in
The next meeting of the
University Senate is on March 4,
1974. If you have any problems
or concerns on University
matters do let me know of them .

order to create a successful
franchise later. Tax advantages
and large bank accounts
nunllruze any pain in parting
with several hundred thousand
dollars a year. As the owner of
the Baltimore-Washington team,
E. Joseph Wheeler, has stated, "I
have the wherewithal to support
that deficit." The WFL estimates
'losses of $500,000 a year while
the NFL hierarchy estimates it
will be closer to $2,000,QOO a
year. Despite such sizable losses
an investment in the WFL is not
a bad iqea. The franchises
originally sold ..for $250,000,
now only several months later,
they are going for $750,000.
Considering the fact that NFL
, franchises are being sold for
$1 (000,000, one is able to see
why the owners are willing to
lose $500,000 to $2,000,000 a
year. Using these figures, the
WFL franchise can work in the

University Senate
Report
by Tony Bruce
,/ Law Student Representative
At the last meeting of the
University Senate, the membet's
approved the composition for
the Student Affairs Committee
after one year of meetings. The
Committee will be composed of
the Vice President for Student
Services (or Dean of Students),
one faculty member for each
school, one graduate stUdent,
and one student from each
school , with a faculty member as
chairman. Thus there will be one
member
from
the
ad ministra tion, three faculty
members and four students. My
previous work toward having a
student chairqlan and a
sufficient number of students
for both day and night
representation were ignored. The
proposal was adopted with no
discussion with only my
dissenting vote.
There is continuing interest
in plus·minus grading, and 'lI '
proposal was referred to the
Committee on Academic Policies
& Standards. So far I have only
heard favorable comments on
the plus system implemented in
the Law School last semester. I
would appreciate any comments,
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red for several years and still be
better off than if it had paid out
$19,000,000 to purchase a team.
Assuming that WFL reaches
parity in several year. the
owners ~re actually saving
themselves several million.
The WFL has now completed
their draft and has signed several
well known players, Booker
Brown, James McAllister,
Kermit Johnson, Lucious
Selmon and Sonny Sixkiller to
date. The new league seems to
have good ideas and no lack of
money. The future looks good,
and not to be overlooked is the
fact that Gary Davidson, the
founder of tile WFL, has a 2 and
o record having successfully
organized the World Hockey
League and the American
Basketball Association. With the
WFL's recent announcement of a
television contract it ap pears as
if 3 and 0 can't be too far off.

NOTICE
Sched~ling -for

summer and fall
will involve mailing instructions
and tentative schedules to each
student at his/her address on
record with the U ni,versity. In or-- _
der to ensure that you receive
your -registration materials, each
student should check the posted
computer list at the third floor
bulletin board to see if the
University has his/her correct address. If a change need be made.-stop by the Office of Recon;is and
Transcripts and make the
necessary change.
I

WORKING 'YOUR WAY
THR,OUGH LAW SCHOOL?

IIOn·P,ollt 0,•.
u.s. Pooto•• :
Po'4
a.tumore, Md. .
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